Responsible for the daunting task of
your fire extinguishers’ needs?
It’s not an easy subject to conquer, the right class of fire extinguisher, for the
right job, situated in the right place, and all at the right quantity! Knowing
that the ‘responsible person’ will be held accountable in a serious event, it
makes sense to ask us, the experts.
During the free non-obligated survey, we will visit your premises and give you practical advice based on the danger
and risk within your premises to ensure that you are meeting the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005.

Beware of cheap on-line deals that aren't commisioned
The commissioning of your fire extinguishers is required by your insurers. This test certifies that the extinguisher has
not been damaged during transit and that it is fit for purpose. Failure to produce this document will void any
insurance. So, its not as simple as finding the cheapest supplier on the web, then ticking off that job!
We can advise and supply you with your extinguisher needs and we also commission them before the extinguisher
is mounted or placed in it’s advised location.
Here is a quick guide of what’s involved.
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Fire Extinguishers are only as good
as their last Service
Once your Fire extinguishers have been in place for a
predetermined time, when expired, a written inspection is
needed for insurance requirements.
You can trust us to take care of everything in your servicing
needs too!
We have a dedicated specialist team to ensure a seamless
service and maintenance throughout the life of the contract
with CIA.
All our staff are SPECIALISTS, FETA trained to service fire
extinguishers to BS5306 part 3.

What’s involved in the Fire Extinguisher
Service?
This is a highly intensive and lengthy process. Each
extinguisher will go through numerous examinations and
checks, including internal and external checks, pressure checks
and an interior examining using specialized equipment.
On completion of the Service, a written inspection report is
issued for your ‘Responsible Person’ and insurers.

Wouldn't it be good to know all of your
servicing costs in advance?
That's exactly what CIA’s Service package provides.
Our base cost is from only £36 per year for the first 6
extinguishers and then a cost as low as £1.00 per additional
extinguisher per year (subject to a 5 year agreement)
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